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Digestive enzymes gcse worksheet

FreeFreeReport a problem FreeThis is a copy of previous worksheets for individuals without 2007 words – powerful display of digestive and appropriate digestive worksheets in MorereeReport a problem FreePresentation and sticker for carbon hydrasis, lipase and proteus enzimRead moreFreeReport a problem Report a problem It's super time and takes the
smell of freshly cooked cookies to start filling the house. Surprisingly, this is all it takes for your body to start the digestive process. As the smell of food reaches your nose, your mouth will start to salivate through the antisipation of food and digest the food, and here's why: Digestion is the process of breaking food into solib molecules that our bodies can
absorb. There are several organs involved in the digestive system; however, we could not digest our food if it wasn't for the presence of special chemicals called enzimes.  Every enzim is produced in the pantreas, and its own work is done with a specific food quality to help break.   Carbohydrates If you believe a piece of bread for long enough it will actually
start to taste sweet (try it at home if you don't believe me!). This is because the starch of the bread broken into sugar, thanks to the enzimes in the salivary. The starch broken into the mouth, stomach and the amylate of enzimes. Protein The protein breaks into small molecules called amino acid. The digestion of proteins occurs in the womb and small
interstinct, with the help of the enzime protese. The residue in the stomach also helps digestion.   Lubricant The fat breaks down the small molecules called fat acid. The digestion of fat occurs in the small interstinct with the help of the enzime lipase. Other Meals Vitamins, minerals and water are all small enough to be absorbed into the body without digest.  
However, some fires, cannot be broken by any digestive enzim, which is why they don't digest. Want a bit more help with this before you start? Why not watch this short video?
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